Social Media
Bellevue School District – Bond Campaign

BELLEVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Summary
On Feb. 11 we asked our community to vote on the largest bond the Bellevue School District would ever
receive - $675 million for high-quality learning and increased security. We learned from surveying in the fall
that our community thought positively of us, but we needed to convince them this bond was vital.
A committee was assembled to determine the needs for this upcoming bond. They decided rebuilds of three
of our choice schools were necessary, along with additions to two of our high schools. Two of the schools, Jing
Mei and Big Picture, currently have an open design structure. This presents a huge safety risk because there is
no way to prevent someone from walking through the open facility. The layout of the cafeteria at one of the
high schools made it so students were forced to eat lunch on the ground, in the library, on the stairs or even in
their cars.
Our goal was to show our community, through photos and videos on social media, that this bond was
necessary. We used our posts to show them what these facilities currently look like - including the open design
structure and the students eating on the floor. With over 20,000 students in our district, it’s safe to assume
that not everyone in our community was aware of the needed updates at the selected schools on the bond
measure. They may not have ever visited these schools or fully understand why a rebuild was necessary.
Legally, we’re not allowed to influence our community to “vote yes” on the bond. Instead, we presented what
projects would be funded by the bond and let the visuals do the talking for us. Images of desks being
stabilized by wadded paper towels, athletics equipment shoved into a shed and students huddling under a
sliver of a covered walkway flooded our channels. We contrasted these images with ones of completed
projects that showcased state-of-the-art facilities.
The images, videos and graphics caused our community to ask questions. “Aren’t there matching funds from
OSPI?” “Where was this picture taken and how is it related to this post?” The posts allowed us to start
conversations with our community and build trust by answering these questions.
Throughout the campaign our social media posts received both positive and negative feedback. Regardless,
the more people engaged the higher likelihood our campaign would be seen by more people. Our goal was to
raise awareness and encourage our community to vote on Feb. 11. A clear way for us to measure our success
was through the final election results. We were ecstatic to see the bond was approved by over 64 percent of
our community! The campaign was successful not only because of the election results, but also because it
caused our community to engage in conversations and become aware of what was on the ballot.

Example One
View post: http://bit.ly/2uxiG3o

Impressions

2,700

Reach

2,674

Engagement Rate

7.7%

Engagements

209

Reactions

32

Comments

7

Shares

3

Post Clicks

167

Example Two
View post: http://bit.ly/32xtLy0

Impressions

2,845

Reach

2,863

Engagement Rate

8.3%

Engagements

235

Reactions

40

Comments

4

Shares

2

Post Clicks

189

Example Three
View post: http://bit.ly/2uFbmTA
Impressions

3,258

Reach

3,094

Engagement Rate

4.5%

Engagements

147

Reactions

42

Comments

4

Shares

5

Video Views

1,143

Overall Campaign (Nov. 20 through Feb. 12)
Combined Impressions
(Facebook, Twitter and Instagram)

248,479

Combined Engagements

7,258
626

Combined Link Clicks

Facebook (Nov. 20 through Feb. 12)
Impressions

136,876

Average Reach per Post

2,674

Reactions

1,496

Twitter (Nov. 20 through Feb. 12)
Impressions

86,981

Likes

185

Retweets

32

Instagram (Nov. 20 through Feb. 12)
Impressions

24,622

Likes

815

Comments

12

